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ABSTRACT

In late 2010 a revolutionary wave of demonstrations began in the Arab world; starting in Tunisia a series of protests and civil unrest spread across northern Africa and into many Middle Eastern countries. The overwhelming use of social media was instrumental in sparking many of these protests. In an effort to curtail these protests the governments in these countries began to aggressively censor or eliminate their citizen’s access to the Internet. After the Iranian protest movement in 2009, the U.S. State Department announced its “Internet Freedom Policy” where the dissidents of oppressive regimes were supplied the tools and resources necessary to report the human rights violations of their countries leaders to the world. Admits this U.S. state department policy however; lawmakers in all branches of government have sought to curtail their own citizen’s access to the Internet, with the proposal of laws and regulation aimed at censorship. Two proposed bills; SOPA and PIPA have sought to forgo many of the due process statutes of the rule of law and the first amendment right to the freedom of speech.
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INTRODUCTION

Originally designed to withstand a catastrophic communications failure the Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) was established in 1969 by linking research universities essential to the strategic defense of the United States [6, 19, 20, 25, 43]. It was through this openness of scientific research that the ARPANET serviced continued to evolve linking government agencies and research institutions around the world. It was this openness that led the United States congress to pass legislation opening the Internet to the general public in 1996, with a hands-off attitude [6, 25, 43].

The Internet continues to accommodate openness and freedom by enabling individuals to virtually assemble and associate with their peers [15]. The freedom to promote, pursue and defend the interests that are common to a group of individuals has been paramount in bringing freedom to those in once closed societies and oppressive regimes bringing a voice to those who may not have otherwise had one [15, 23, 27, 40, 44]. In the same way the First Amendment to the United States Constitution has prevented congress from abridging the freedom of speech and the freedom of assembly.

The individual freedom and openness of the Internet is now under attack. Legislation is circulating through the United States House of Representatives and the United States Senate; seeking to prevent the theft of “government information” and “intellectual property” by forcing Internet Service Providers (ISP’s) to censor the Internet from its customers and eliminating online privacy by forcing ISP’s to log the actions of their customers [14, 27, 36, 44].

Our online personal liberties and freedoms are under attack. Well-funded special interest groups continue to ratchet up pressure on our congressional leaders [1, 14, 15, 27, 36]. We cannot stand idly by as the Internet is censored [11, 36]. We the people need stand up to the special interest groups contact our senators and congressional leaders because the individual liberty that the Internet provides mandates our urgent attention.

PROTECTING CYBERSPACE AS A NATIONAL ASSET ACT

In June 2010, the “Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset Act of 2010” also known as S. 3480 was introduced as an attempt to increase cyber security to prevent a potentially debilitating cyber-attack on the United States’ telecommunications infrastructure [12, 13]. The “Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset Act of 2010” was introduced in the U.S. Senate by Connecticut Senator Joseph Lieberman and Maine Senator Susan Collins. This bill
proposed the creation of the Office of Cyberspace Policy and the National Center for Cyber security and Communications (NCCC) within the already existing Department of Homeland Security.

The bill permitted emergency counter-measures in case of large-scale cyber-attacks on the nation’s telecommunications infrastructure, financial industry and business sector. Numerous versions of S. 3480 had granted authority to the President of the United States to shutdown part of the Internet indefinitely without Congressional oversight. This power to flip the Internet “kill switch,” was later amended to a maximum of 120 days after public outcry over Senator Joe Lieberman’s inflammatory comments citing China’s similar policy [28, 31].

This bill not only afforded the Presidential authority over critical Internet infrastructure during a national “cyber-emergency,” it also affords the government the ability to determine what constitutes critical infrastructure [10, 11, 12, 26]. The amended version of the bill further expanded the definition to include providers of information technology. It is this inclusion that places the government’s definition of critical infrastructure beyond judicial review [12, 26, 28]. Because the Internet’s networks are substantially more than a complex communications system covered under the Communications Act of 1934 [9] and the Telecommunications Act of 1996 [8], recognizing – and protecting – their now-vital role in social communication is increasingly imperative. Interaction through virtual communities has become a primary means of human assembly crossing most cultural and political boundaries on a global scale. Therefore this level of Executive Branch power over the lives of its citizens is antithetical to the First Amendment and the nation’s most basic freedoms – freedom of speech and freedom of assembly. The ability of the President of the United States to institute a “cyber-emergency” shutting down part-of or all Internet communication is akin to the President establishing martial law.

The Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset Act of 2010 [12, 26] comes at a time when there is a global consciousness of the dignity of man that can be achieved through free and just societies [42]. The Internet has broken down walls and permitted the free flow of ideas that have led to this consciousness as well as the understanding that the Internet can be used to effect political changes and bring human rights violations to light worldwide – which has been seen in Egypt, Tunisia, and Libya [22, 29, 30, 34, 39, 41].

Political activism begins with free speech. Political change occurs through free assembly. Digital activism began with blogging and virtual assembly through social networking [22, 30]. Governments the world over have been attempting to protect existing political systems through technological control over these modern forms of communication. Digital activism began with bloggers, not with Twitter or social networking sites, though such devices make activism far easier [30]. Many governments have attempted to gain control of the Internet to subjugate their people, such as the case in China, where the cyber firewall is anecdotaly said to mimic the Great Wall, and Cuba, where bloggers are routinely monitored, arrested, or harassed by the government [7, 29]. Yet despite attempts by countries such as China and Cuba, the Internet continues to afford people within repressive regimes the ability to organize and demand political change.

The bill itself defined the term “national cyber emergency” as any action designed to cause a disruption to or create a significant disturbance to “the information infrastructure essential to the reliable operation of covered critical infrastructure” [12]. The bill also defined the term “national information infrastructure” to include both government and non-governmental infrastructure, inside or outside the United States, whose disruption could cause catastrophic damage in the United States. Section 248 of the bill defines potential vulnerabilities to the infrastructure, that when threatened may result in the declaration of a national cyber emergency [12].

The bill also provided broad powers to the director of the NCCC and required compliance with emergency measures by owner-operators. This section calls for a process by which owner-operators can develop their own response plans; though these can be deemed insufficient during an emergency. Owner-operator compliance with emergency measures was mandatory and subject to civil and criminal compliance for non-compliance [12, 26, 27].

Although the purpose of the Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset Act of 2010 [12, 26, 31] was to protect from malicious cyber-attacks, it ultimately would have provided complete Executive control over the Internet. This means that the President of the United States would have had the legal right to silence the Internet at a time when, arguably, the Internet was most vital to communication. Through the self-correcting nature of Internet communication [5, 19, 25] this would have meant telecommunications providers would have had to terminate
Internet communication, as Egypt had been able to accomplish [34]. The Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset Act of 2010 was tabled by congress in late 2011.

SOPA, PIPA, CISPA and ACTA

A litany of bills have been introduced in both the House of Representatives and Senate after the “Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset Act of 2010” was tabled in late 2011. Well-funded special interest groups have continued to ratchet up pressure on our congressional leaders [1, 14, 15, 27, 36]. The bills SOPA (Stop Online Privacy Act) [37], PIPA (Protect IP Act) [24], CISPA (Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act) [35] and ACTA (Anti Counterfeiting Trade Agreement) [1, 14] have been introduced by our congressional leaders. Two of these proposed bills; SOPA and PIPA have sought to forgo many of the due process statutes of the rule of law [14, 15, 36] and the first amendment right to the freedom of speech.

SOPA was a bill introduced in the House of Representatives by Texas congressman Lamar Smith [37], “[to] promote prosperity, creativity, entrepreneurship, and innovation by combating the theft of U.S. property, and for other purposes” and PIPA was a bill introduced in the Senate by Vermont senator Patrick Leahy [24], “[to] Preventing Real Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property.” These bills sought to expand U.S. law enforcement abilities in combating copyright infringement, search engines such as Google would be forced to disable searches for pirated materials. Internet Service Providers would be forced to delete the domain name records (the records that translate domain names into TCP/IP addresses) for any sight suspected of disseminating copyrighted materials. SOPA also sought to give the U.S. Justice Department the power to take down any website for any perceived violation of copyright infringement without due process [14, 17, 37]. SOPA would have further sought compensation from any company or individual that did business with the website in question [14, 17]. PIPA was nearly identical to SOPA with greater judicial oversight [14, 17, 24]. In late January of 2012 the House Judiciary committee postponed consideration of SOPA, at the same time in the Senate PIPA was tabled until the issues of due process were resolved [17, 24, 37].

After SOPA and PIPA failed to pass, U.S. lawmakers in the House of Representatives introduced CISPA aimed at guarding against “cyber-threats” [17]. CISPA was introduced by Michigan congressman Mike Rogers [35], “[to] provide for the sharing of certain cyber threat intelligence and cyber threat information between the intelligence community and cyber security entities, and for other purposes.” CISPA was introduced after the “Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset Act of 2010”, SOPA and PIPA all failed in the House of Representatives in 2011 [14, 17, 24, 35, 37]. CISPA seeks to amendment to the “National Security Act of 1947” with provisions for dealing with cybercrime, cyber terrorism and national security leaks. Even with recent amendments to this proposed bill it permits the American government to monitor all domestic Internet activity of its citizens without the threat of liability, denying its citizens due process under the law [1, 17, 35]. In April of 2012 this bill passed the House of Representatives and went on to the Senate for deliberation. In March of 2013 EFF (Electronic Frontiers Foundation) a nonprofit Internet rights watchdog group and thirty other Internet civil liberties organizations sent a petition with over 100,000 signatures to members of congress demanding a NO vote on CISPA. The petition called on congressional leaders to oppose CISPA due to “privacy and civil liberty” concerns [38].

ACTA is a trade agreement that has been negotiated from its inception in 2007 though 2010 by the United States, European Union, Switzerland, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Mexico, Singapore, Morocco, Japan and South Korea. This trade agreement seeks to implement a new global intellectual property (IP) enforcement standard. In October of 2011 eight out of the eleven countries that had originally negotiated the ACTA trade agreement had signed it [4]. Japan is the only country that has ratified this agreement. Once six nations ratify this agreement it will go into effect. This trade agreement will turn ISP’s (Internet Service Providers) into copyright police violating both privacy and the due process rights of its customers. ACTA’s language is vague, left to interpretation and key terms like piracy and counterfeiting are never clearly defined [4, 17].

If international events have pushed this litany of proposed legislation into the forefront then where are the voices of reason within our own government? Our congressional leaders have yet to discuss the financial and civil liberty impact of any of this proposed legislation.
INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

Thomas Friedman [18] stated that the destruction of the Berlin Wall was a pinnacle moment in history, when the world symbolically rejected its barriers. It was with this event, the world re-oriented to a single system, “advocating democratic, consensual, free-market-oriented governance. “[Moving] away from systems advocating authoritarian rule with centrally planned economies” [18]. He also went on to point out the symbolic power of this destruction has affected the citizens of other countries to seek freedom seeing the world around them as “connected” [18].

The events sparked by Tunisia in late 2010 have demonstrated the power of the Internet to unite people in declaring their authoritarian governments illegitimate [22, 29, 30, 34, 39, 41]. On January 14, 2011, following Internet-organized mass protests, the president of Tunisia fled the country after 23 years of authoritarian rule. Particular significance is placed upon this event because it is the first time mass demonstrations ousted an Arab leader. Without the Internet, arguably, these demonstrations would have been less effective – or would have been crushed with little media attention.

 Barely two weeks later, millions of Egyptian protesters demanded the overthrow of the current political regime of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak [34]. Over the next several days, a series of demonstrations and labor strikes focusing on legal and political reforms were organized from various groups and socio-economic classes. The Egyptian government quickly moved to sever all Internet connections and cell phone services, doing so with help of international firms including U.K. based Videophone, and Egypt’s five large Internet carriers. Within hours of mandating the shutdown, Egypt ceased to exist within cyberspace [34, 39].

This was not the first time that a government was able to disrupt the Internet due to political unrest supported by social networking sites. In 2009, the Iranian presidential elections were followed by mass demonstrations. In the effort to stop the spread if information related to the election and subsequent protests, the government severely attenuated bandwidth, significantly slowing the spread of information [42].

Since the Egyptian revolution there have been demonstrations in Yemen, Bahrain, Tunisia, and Libya. While not all have yet shown to be successful, the individual government’s responses to these demonstrations indicate their awareness of the power of the Internet. For example, in the effort to quash future uprisings, Bahrain sent loyalty pledges to its students studying abroad. Bahrain officials, knowing that social media can be used to both organize protests and to broadcast events worldwide, specifically included the use of social media in the pledge – meaning that those who sign agree to refrain from using social media in any manner that supports anti-government actions [3].

Censorship of traditional media remains the main – most direct – method of suppressing political and civil dissent [2]. Government control of traditional media outlets, television, radio, and print media, for example are no longer adequate due to the proliferation of cellular phones and wireless networks. Nations can use the Internet to suppress, though how effectively remains to be seen [7]. China’s authoritarian control over its Internet infrastructure has been described as the Great Firewall of China; however, technology does exist that is designed to bypass the censors allowing politically sensitive material to be published onto the World Wide Web. In cases where such technology is inaccessible, underground networks designed for the purpose of circumventing and disseminating these materials have been established [29]. Cuban blogger Yoani Sánchez, named one of Time Magazine’s 100 Most Influential People of 2008, passes her blog entries to trusted friends who then publish them for her [29].

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The financial impact of complying with any of these proposed bills will have unknown consequences regarding the global economy. With nations inextricably linked through commerce, any bill aimed at killing innovation or even the Internet itself means preventing U.S.-based Internet businesses from interacting with their customers, investors, and other financial stakeholders. According to a 2008 survey of 1,004 economists worldwide, even a single day without the Internet risks major economic repercussions [16]. Thus, a prolonged outage risks destroying smaller Internet-related businesses, which number over 20,000, and significantly damaging larger ones [21]. Foreign businesses that rely on U.S. companies for goods or services stand to lose as well, as they will find themselves unable to operate at full capacity.
The financial aftershocks of any proposed legislation impacting the Internet, are impossible to calculate. The financial impact of the Internet comes in three values: employment, time and payment [32]. The calculated annual impact of the Internet is as follows: employment accounts for $300 billion; time is estimated at $680 billion; and for payment is $444 billion [32]. There are no numbers available on the innovation that results from the collaboration made possible by the Internet.

Direct, quantifiable evidence, however, surrounding the financial damage that the kill switch or any other legislation impacting the Internet can be seen in immediate returns from the Egyptian shutdown. In this example the Egyptian economy lost approximately $18 million USD per day, or 3-4% of its GDP [33] during its outage.

CONCLUSION

Technically, the dissemination of propaganda, regardless of whether it comes from dissidents or governments, does not constitute a misuse of the Internet. Ultimately, it is the deliberate prevention and censorship of ideas that constitutes misuse.

The ability to kill the Internet violates the fundamental concept behind the First Amendment. Prohibiting the American people from interacting through cyberspace prohibits them from enjoying not only the ability to communicate freely but also prohibits them from freely assembling. While it is logical and rational to seek ways to protect the nation from cyber-attacks, the un-checked ability to shut down the Internet does not yet trump those freedoms. The fact that the Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset Act of 2010, SOPA, PIPA, CISPA and ACTA have not yet passed, suggests that they all fail to adequately protect the nation as well as the freedoms of the nation’s people.

The fact that the Internet has played such a strong role within the “Arab Spring” suggests that legislation that curbs the rights of the people of the United States is doomed to fail. Aside from the risk of government censorship, there exist financial implications that can cripple the U.S. economy, which still struggles to recover from the recent downturn.

Further research into potential cyber risks as well as alternate methods of protecting the Internet from legitimate threats is necessary. Providing the Executive or any other branch of government unchecked power to kill the Internet creates complications and a chilling effect on freedom.

The proposed legislation and trade agreement discussed in this paper all have one thing in common, their language is vague, terms are loosely or inadequately defined and open ended statements like “and for other purposes” [24, 35, 37] should scare the hell out of any U.S. citizen that believes in the first amendment’s right to the freedom of speech, expression and assembly.
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